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Profile

Dina consulting is an indigenous

Interior design consultancy company

in Nigeria. We have a high reputation

for creativity, innovation and world

class built interiors, using elements of

design to make a statement. We not

only represent a compet i t ive

challenge in the industry, we correctly

interpret our clients requirements to

create the ambience desired and

ultimately, giving value for money.

Dina consulting ltd is committed to

c r e a t i n g a s u s t a i n a b l e b u i l t

environment that maintains the

conditions under which humans and

the internal space can exist in a

productive harmony and also permits

fulfilling the social requirement of the

present and future.

The company‘s existence was inspired

as a response to the increasing need

for sustainability and interior design

services in Nigeria, and has since

joined the league of reputable interior

design firms.

Our varied clientele ranges from

individuals to multinationals. Including

real estate developers, architectural

firms, financial institution and hotels,

n o t l i m i t e d t o g o v e r n m e n t

establishments.
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Our range of services includes;

Interior design consultancy services; this involves design conceptualization, design

development, space planning and interior design schemes.

Interior furnishing & refurbishment; this involves out fitting Kitchens, Wardrobes,

Bedrooms, Offices, Hotels, Retail outlets, Restaurants, airport lounges and

Residential apartments.

Project Management; this involves monitoring and executing interior design

projects.

Retail; such as Wardrobes, Home furniture, Office furniture, partitions, cladding,

Lamps and accessories.

•

•

•

•

Our services

Our mission

To create a cutting edge collection of interior spaces and furniture with an

uncompromising commitment to quality and unmistakably sence of difference.
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Residential



Private residence

This interior space is designed with every comfort in mind and to make a statement.

It is enriched by natural light effect and simple basic colours. The space enhanced

by details that softens the straight lines of the dark wood and the high fabric sofa

creates an original elegant ambience.
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Private residence
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Hospitality



Rooms are enhanced by

details that softens the

s t r a i g h t l i n e s o f t h e

headboards, enriched by

light effects and simple

basic colours. Elegant

d e c o r t o c r e a t e a n

ambience of comfort and

harmony.

Hotels
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Restaurant



10

Restaurants
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Office



Offices
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Kitchen
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Kitchens
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Wardrobe
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Sliding and flush doors for the built-in wardrobe, whose linear design is highlighted by the
simplicity of the aluminium handle, laminate with glass and varnish wood finish

Wardrobes
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Sofa



Sofas
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Accessories
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Accessories
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Doors
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Doors & Ironmongery

Doors are more than just a function, they are indeed a lasting piece of furniture that sets
the tone for each and every room. We have supplied and installed in some of the most
prestigious homes, offices, hotels, restaurants etc.

Plain laminate door Plain laminate door Plain laminate door
with horizontal inox

Laminate door with
inox strips

Laminate door with
glass insert

Slat door withvertical
inox strip
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Management team



Bukola M. Raji, Managing Partner

Abdul  Lateef Ademoye, Executive Director (MNIA)

-

Lanre Dada, Chief Financial Adviser

Michael Alley, Architect/Project Manager

Dina consulting ltd is managed by Bukola M. Raji, a British trained professional Interior

designer from the British College of Interior Design and a seasoned architect from the

University of Lagos. She is an Alumni of the Pan-Atlantic University – Lagos Business School.

She has wealth of experience in Architecture and Interior design practice at a high industry

level, with hands on experiences in the execution of complex and integrated projects. She

worked as a project architect/manager with design union consulting llc where she

designed and managed large projects of national and international significance. She also

worked with i.o furniture as the head of interior design team.

A member of the Nigerian Institute of Architects and Architects Registration Council Of

Nigeria (ARCON) He has wealth of experience in Architectural practice in projects worth

several millions of dollars. He obtained his First degree and Master degree from the University

of Jos. Nigeria

A magna cum laude graduate of architecture from the Federal University of Technology

Minna, and also possesses a Summa Cum Laude (Distinction) Master’s degree in

Environmental Design (M.E.D) in architecture from the University of Lagos.

With over eight years of cognate experience in the field of architecture, building

construction and interior design, he has a wide range of exposure from working with

reputable architects, engineers and other relevant professionals in the industry and cutting

across several projects within and outside Nigeria.

An associate member of the Nigerian Institute of Architects as well as a graduate member

of the Nigerian Institute of Management. His quest for professionalism drove him to obtain

professional certificates for General Health, Safety and
Environment (HSE) and Construction safety from the Nigerian Institute of Safety

Professionals.

Lanre Dada is an Alumnus of University of Lagos and University of Ibadan respectively. He

obtained his first degree in Finance & Banking in 1990 and also holds a Masters degree in

Banking & Finance from the Premier University in 1999. A member of Nigerian Institute of

Management.

Mr. Dada is bringing with him over sixteen (16) years wealth of experience in the

manufacturing, Banking and Construction industry with a tighter focus and drive to the

growth of DCL. He has deep and diverse experience of over 14 years in the banking &

finance services industry with expertise in the areas of Banking Operations, Corporate

Banking, Structured Finance, Credit Analysis and vast understanding of financial

engineering/ structured transactions.

He has worked with Gulf Bank Plc, Trans International Bank Plc now Spring Bank Plc. Mr.

Dada was formerly the Head, Treasury & Financial Services of Furnished Quarters Limited

before his invitation as the Financial Advisor to Dina Consulting Limited.
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27a bola ademuyiwa street  | off osolo way  | isolo | lagos

e: info@dinaconsultingltd.com | w: www.dinaconsultingltd.com|

tel: 01-8820087 | mob: +234  803  451  6216 | +234  803  831  9021


